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 A: Try running from command line pandoc -f markdown -t html -o filename.html filename.md or PDF pandoc -f pdf -t latex -o
filename.pdf filename.md HTML pandoc -f html -t latex -o filename.html filename.md Word pandoc -f word -t latex -o

filename.doc filename.md As an alternative to the command line you can install pandoc in your Ubuntu/Debian repository (just
search for it in the Software Center). This can be more convinient. There is another way, by using pandoc. Just do this, pandoc

-s -S./test.txt -t markdown -o output -s => Specify the output type(HTML/PDF/Word) as markdown -S => Specify the file
location as test.txt Q: Op-Amp's vs. non-linear resistor Is there any difference between an op-amp and a non-linear resistor?

There are two different ways to look at this question. From a general point of view, a linear amplifier has the property that its
output is linear, i.e. the output is proportional to the input. An ideal op-amp has a completely linear transfer function, which is a
very useful property, but it has a limit, it cannot make sharp (steep) changes of output for small changes of input. However, the

op-amp has other advantages that a non-linear resistor cannot have. The op-amp has an amplifier function, it can amplify an
input signal and provide a gain. A resistor has no such gain. Another way to look at it is that the op-amp has a dynamic range
that is significantly larger than a resistor. Both are voltage followers, but the op-amp can take care of more complex transfer

functions. From the electrical point of view, an op-amp can do the job, but usually is more complicated than a resistor. It
requires a small current in addition to the input signal. That current is necessary to maintain an op-amp in a stable, non-saturated

state, for example. 82157476af
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